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The Life of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart () is regarded as
the greatest composer who ever lived. Wolfgang Amadeus was born in Salzburg, Austria January 27, his parents were
Leopold Mozart and Anna Maria Pertl.

At the age of six, Mozart had become a performer on the clavier, violin, and organ. Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart was born in Salzburg, Austria in  Mozart's elder sister Maria Anna best known as Nannerl was also a
gifted keyboard player, and in their father took the two prodigies on a short performing tour, of the courts at
Vienna and Munich Later on you will find out about his family, his teachings, his tragedies, and of course his
accomplishments. These claims will be analysed through the three main measurements in relation the Mozart
effect these are spatial reasoning, arousal and also mood There are many theories on how the great composer
died, some say that he was murdered, while others say that he was ridden with sickness and extremely
exhausted. His father Leopold who was a master violinist and composer decided to enroll young Wolfgang in
harpsichord lessons. He was in love with Constanze and the marriage was being strongly encouraged by her
mother, so in some sense, he felt committed. His Ideals C. At the age of 3 Wolfgang mimic his sister playing
the piano. During this time, Mozart met Joseph Haydn and the two composers became admiring friends. How
to cite this essay Choose cite format:. However, later correspondence from Wolfgang indicated that he and his
father disagreed considerably on this matter. However, the composer of the music rarely receives recognition
even though he is the actual mastermind behind the beautiful music. Mozart was baptized the day after his
birth, January 28, at St. Mozart was from the start a musical prodigy. They were also similar because of their
age and the music period in which they created in. Marx Cemetery. Affects and Influences of Character A.
The name of Mozart has become a symbol of supreme musical talent and creative genius, the unity of beauty
and truth of life. Tired from moving his family from central Vienna to the suburbs of Alsergrund all while in
debt to his ears as he continued to borrow money from friends including a fellow mason, Michael Puchberg,
Mozart finished his final symphony on August 10,  The letters to fellow Masons in his last three years make
sad reading, reflecting his countless anxieties about finance or health. Mozart looked fragile standing a little
over five foot with blonde hair, small, delicate bones, and fine skin. The other five siblings died in infancy.
Mozart mom and dad, stressed about the importance music to their children. It is a perfect product of the age
of reason â€” witty, objective, graceful, delicious. At the innocent age of four years old he learned to play
songs with perfect grace. His father, Leopold order his wife and Mozart to go to Paris. Instead of going to
school, he was taught by his father who was a respectable man in Salzburg. By the age of 6 he was writing his
first compositions. At the age of three, Wolfgang showed signs of remarkable musical talent. It 's fascinating
to me because often we idolize musician and we often exaggerate their great more than they are in reality He
learned to play harpsichord, violin, and organ from his father, Leopold Mozart, , a composer and violinist. Her
nick name was Nannerl. Mozart in music.


